DASA 2014-15
'The desalites African students' association(DASA) was established in 2010 under the able
leadership of Mr Laundry from Ivory coast. The associations was established to bring together all
Africa students under one body so as to show the rich culture from various African countries to
our host community India.
The association since its establishment has carried out various activities in the college such as
cultural day African day amongst others. In 2011 Mr. Joel from Nigeria took over the president
till 2013. In 2013 Mr. Joseph from Nigeria took over the mantle of leadership as president in 2014
when he successfully handed over to Mr. Isaac uloko from Nigeria.
The event which was titled 'Unity and Diversity' was the first African day celebration in the history
of the college.
African students had much to cherish and talk about for the success of the program which
established, created awareness and display of Africa culture, Dance among others.
It was a memorable two days event filled with programs and activities. The turnout for each day
was even more than anticipated.
The elections were held and at different posts and students were elected. The African students were
enthusiastic to see love, respect, appreciation and recognition of their community in India,
especially in SFS College.
2015-16
Mr Isaac uloko from Nigeria. In 2015 Mr Celestine Amaizu from Nigeria was elected into office
as the President for the year 2015-16.The Africa day which was organised by DASA under the
leadership of celestine Amaizu and his team of executive members was hosted in the college on
9th and 10th of October 2015.The event which was titled 'unity and Diversity' was the first African
day celebration in the history of the college.

African students had much to cherish and talk about for the success of the program which
established, created awareness and display of Africa culture, Dance among others.
It was a memorable two days event filled with programs and activities. The turnout for each day
was even more than anticipated.
DASA 2016-17
In 2016 Mr Celestine Amaizu from Nigeria was elected into office as the President.The Africa
day which was organised by DASA under the leadership of Celestine Amaizu and his team of
executive members was hosted in the college on 21st and 22nd of October 2016.The event which
was titled 'Unity and Diversity' was the first African day celebration in the history of the college.
African students had much to cherish and talk about for the success of the program which
established, created awareness and display of Africa culture, Dance among others.
It was a memorable two days event filled with programs and activities. The turnout for each day
was even more than anticipated.S.F.S. College lay special focus on awakening the sportive talent
of our students. To celebrate the spirit of team, work this sports event was been conducted.
The “UNITY & DIVERSITY “event has the activities which was the most happening thrills of
life. They teach us the various qualities like dedication, leadership and discipline.
It is a fact that sports and games is a very good activity for not only the students but also for all
human beings which gives energy and spirit to life.
Globally, a sport as an industry has a unifying appeal. The sports industry boasts of a dynamic
appeal that many other, even bigger industries look at with envy. It has the power to define nations
as a whole. Sports offer a perfect opportunity to explore scientific concepts such as force, motion,
potential energy, velocity, and torque.For many students college-organised sports play an
important role in their academic and social experiences. Every college has sports embedded in
their curriculum as they understand the importance of physical health and activity.
Finally, the college had a remarkable result after organizing the sports events specially for the
African students.

